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A. Strategic Plan
Provide an update as to the progress /implementation of the Strategic Plan.

 Actions you have taken
 Successes you have had
 Support you still need

     

List the strategies that have been completed.

     

Presented the Strategic Plan to ETED members present at Vision Opening Session

Working to get a meeting of ETED policy members together to discuss goals for ETED Strat Plan

Still need instruction on what the Division Strategic Plan is supposed to look like, the best way to go about 
it and how long is the Division Strategic Plan?  Are we developing a plan for the same 5 year period?  I 
think I read somewhere it was yearly...  Feel like I haven't had clear direction of what to do with this, I 
thought we were working on them at the March board meeting and then got a deadline notification of 
due in January.  

I thought the strategic plan was still being developed and would become effective July 1st so I haven't 
completed any strategies.  Sorry...
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B. Contributions to Region and Division Members
Please remember the importance of engagement of members during this time and let ACTE know how we 
can help engaging your members with you! Please also let us know how you have engaged ACTE members 
within the past 4 months. Indicate if the work falls under any of the Strategic Plan.

     

ACTE is working to communicate and disseminate innovation at the forefront of all Regions and Divisions 
as an effort to support other CTE professionals around the nation. We anticipate highlighting the innovations 
in ACTE’s publications, blogs, and webinars and other similar activities. Please highlight any recent 
innovative ideas within your Region or Division.

     

ETED reception at HyperX arena during Vision took a lot of preparation. 
ETED Hospitality room at Vision sponsored by Lego Education
Awarded the Neven Franz Outstanding Teacher award at Vision

Worked with Esports area of interest lead to send out followup email to reception attendees and promote 
membership in Esports. 
Worked with STEM area of interest lead to update the STEM webpage.
Secured reviewers for Vision proposals

Met with TSA Executive Director, Roseanne White, who recommended a national TSA advisor as ex officio 
liaison to the ETED policy  committee

Met with Jenny at Everfi to discuss partnership with ETED.  Will include information in newsletter and 
looking to schedule a STEM and SEL webinar for members
Meeting with Felicia Brown and Mindy Harmon to develop a webpage for the AME area of interest.  
Working to get proposals for AME submitted for Vision.  

Met with Alexa Schecterer of College Board to discuss a new CTE program being developed to offer 
quality CTE programming to all students following the AP model.  Beginning with a networking course.  
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C. Succession Planning
Do you have any information you wish you had been provided during your new Board Orientation (what you 
know now that you wish you had known then)?

     

D. Region/Division Concerns

What are your concerns for your 
Region/Division specifically

What are the implications for 
ACTE?

In what capacity can ACTE 
assist in addressing this issue?

               

               

               

Don't be afraid to ask for help.  Often times everyone is as confused as you and the ACTE staff are very 
helpful to clear things up.
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E. Items to be placed on the Board Agenda for Discussion
(Only include items that require Board discussion or action. These will be placed on the Board meeting agenda.)

     




